
CONTINUOUS IMAGES OF BOREL SETS

MAURICE SION

1. Introduction. It is well known that in a complete separable

metric space every Borel set is the one-to-one continuous image of a

Sa in some other such space and that the countable-to-one continuous

image of a Borel set is Borel.

Ina general topological space, if K denotes the family of compact

sets, G. Choquet [l] has pointed out that the proper families to con-

sider in this context are Borelian K instead of Borel K and Ka¡ instead

of g5 (see §2 for definitions). Let a space have property I if it is Haus-

dorff and the difference of two compact sets is a K,. It has been shown

by Choquet [l] that if F has property I then every Borelian K set in

F is the one-to-one continuous image of a Kat in some compact Haus-

dorff X. On the other hand, in a previous paper [2] we proved that if

X has property I then the countable-to-one continuous image of a

K„i in X to a compact Hausdorff space Y is Borelian K in Y.

In this paper we complete the picture. We first show that the

difference of two compact sets is a K, iff it is analytic and conclude

that a space has property I iff it is Hausdorff and Borel K = Borelian

K, thereby answering a question raised by Choquet [l, p. 139]. We

then prove that if X has property I then every Borel K set in X is

the one-to-one continuous image of a K„> in some F, where Y also

has property I. Making use of our previous result, we conclude that

the countable-to-one continuous image of a Borel K set in X to a

compact Hausdorff space Y is Borelian K and it too has property I.

We are unable to determine whether the condition that X have

property I can be eliminated from the hypotheses, i.e., whether in any

compact Hausdorff space X, every Borelian K set is the one-to-one

continuous image of a K„i in some other compact Hausdorff space

and whether the countable-to-one (or even one-to-one) image of a

Borelian K (or even a Kr¡) set in X into a compact Hausdorff space

is also Borelian K.

2. Notation and basic definitions.

2.1. w denotes the set of all non-negative integers.

2.2. K(X) is the family of all compact sets in X.

2.3. K„(X) = {A : A =U,-e„ P. for some sequence B with BtEK(X)
for ¿Eco}.

2.4. Kti(X) = {A : A = 0iea 23< for some sequence B with B(EK,(X)
for iE<¿}-
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2.5. Borel K(X) is the smallest family 77 such that K(X) EH and

if AiEH, for ¿6«, then U¿eu.4¿G77 and A0—AiEH.
2.6. Borelian K(X) is the smallest family 77 such that K(X) EH

and if AiEH, for ¿Gw, then U<Gw^4<G77and r\ieuAiEH.
2.7. A is analytic in X iff .4 is the continuous image of a K„s(X')

for some Hausdorff space X'.

2.8. A has property I iff A is Hausdorff and, for every A and B

in K(X), A-BEK,(X).
2.9. X has a countable compact base iff X is Hausdorff and there

exists a sequence C with C¿G7Í(A), for ¿G«, such that if A is open in

X and xG-4 then, for some ¿G«, xGC,C-4.

2.10. XI¿6» F, denotes the cartesian product of the F¿, for ¿G«.

2.11. The union topology for U,-Sa Ft-, where Ft/^Fy = 0 for îVj,

is the topology in which A is open iff A =U,eí0 a¿ where a< is open in

Y i for î'Gw.

3. Property I and countable compact bases. In this section, we

study conditions under which a set has property I or a countable

compact base. The main results are Theorems 3.1, 3.3, 3.5. The other

results are needed in the next section.

3.1. Theorem. Let X be Hausdorff, A and B in K(X). Then A—B

is analytic in X iff A —BEK,(X).

Proof. If A —BEK„(X) then clearly A —B is analytic in X. Sup-

pose now that A —B is analytic in X. Then by Theorem 2.3 in [3],

A —B is Lindelöf in X, i.e., any open covering of A —B can be reduced

to a countable subcovering. Let

G = {ß:ß is open in X and B E ß},

F — {a: a = X — closure ß for some ß E G}.

Since X is Hausdorff, 7" is an open covering of X — B and hence a

countable subfamily F' covers A —B. Let G' be a countable subfamily

of G such that

F' = {a: a = X - closure ß for some ß G G'}

and let

H = {y: y = A - ß for some ß G G'} ;

then 77 is a countable family of compact sets whose union is A — B so

that A-BeK,(X).

3.2. Lemma. Borelian K(X) EBorel K(X).
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3.3. Theorem. X has property l..iff X is Hausdorff and Borelian

K(X) = Borel K(X).

Proof. Suppose X has property I. Let H be a maximal family such

that K(X) C 27 and if A and B are in H then A and A —B are Borelian

K(X). Then we easily check that H is closed under countable unions

and intersections so that 27= Borelian K(X). Thus, if A and B are

Borelian K(X) then A— B is also Borelian K(X). Therefore Borel

K(X)EBorelian K(X) and in view of 3.2, Borel K(X) = Borelian

K(X).
Next, suppose X is Hausdorff and Borelian K(X) = Borel K(X). If

A and B are in K(X) then A— B is Borelian K(X) and hence (see

e.g. [l, p. 142]) A—B is analytic in X. Therefore, by 3.1, A—B

EK,(X).

3.4. Lemma. X has property I iff X is Hausdorff and for every

AEK(X) and B open in X we have A(~\BEK,(X).

3.5. Theorem. If Y has a countable compact base and X has prop-

erty I then XXY has property I.

Proof. Let C be a sequence of compact sets in F such that if U

is open in Y and yE U then, for some iE&, yGGC U. Suppose A is

compact and 23 is open in XX F. Let, for each íEoj,

ßi = {x: {x} X GC23}.

Then the ßi are open in X. Moreover,

23 = U (ßi X Ci)
¿Eft)

for, if (x, y)EB then, for some iEco,

yECiE {z:(x,z)EB}

and hence xEßi and (x, y)£/3,XG. Let a be the projection of A onto

X. Then a is compact in X and af~\ßiEK,(X) and hence

(a r\ ßi) X Ci E K,(X X Y).

Since

a r\ b = u (a n os,- x G)) = \}(Ar\((ar\ ß,) x c))

we see that ^nPG2i:<r(XX F). Therefore XX Y has property I.

3.5a. Corollary. If Y is a metric space and X has property I then

XXY has property I.
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Proof. If AEK(XXY), let B be the projection of A onto Y.

Then B is a compact metric space and hence has a countable compact

base and A EXXB so that we may apply 3.5.

3.6. Theorem. If X has property I, CEK„&(X), f is continuous on

C, andf(C) is Hausdorff thenf(C) has property I.

Proof. Let A be compact and B open in f(C). Then f~l(A) is

closed in C and hence f~l(A)EKvS(X). Since/^(P) is open in C and

X has property I, we conclude

f-\A r\ B) =t\A) r\f-\B) E KH(X).

Thus, A(~\B is the continuous image of a K„i(X), i.e., AC\B is ana-

lytic in/(0, and hence, by 3.1, AC\BEK,(f(Q).

3.7. Theorem. Letf be continuous and one-to-one on Candf(C) have

property I. Then C has property I.

Proof. Clearly C must be Hausdorff. If A and B are compact in C,

then f(A) and f(B) are compact in f(C) and hence f(A)—f(B)
EK,(f(C)). Since/is one-to-one, we have

A - B = A r\ f-\f(A) - f(B)) E K,(C).

3.8. Lemma. If, for each ¿G«, F,- is compact and has a countable

compact base, then IX.eu F; is compact and has a countable compact base

in the product topology.

3.9. Lemma. If, for each i£u, F,- is compact and has a countable

compact base and YiC\ F,- = 0for i 9ej then U,-eu F< is locally compact and

has a countable compact base in the union topology.

3.10. Lemma. If Y is locally compact and has a countable compact

base then its one point compactification has a countable compact base.

4. Continuous images of Borel sets. In this section we study one-

to-one projections of K„j sets and continuous countable-to-one images

of Borel sets. The main results are Theorems 4.6 and 4.7.

4.1. Lemma. If, for each ¿Gw, F¿ is compact and Ai is the one-to-one

projection of a Krí(XX Y i) onto X then nieu Ai is the one-to-one projec-

tion of a

K*i ( X X II YA       onto X.

Proof. For each iE<¿, let CiG7^cri(AX F<) and Ai be the one-to-one
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projection of G onto X. For xEAit let ht(x) be the y such that

(x, y)ECi, Z= H<gu F„ and

Pi = {(x,y):xEAi,yEZ and y, = h{(x)}.

Then F< is homeomorphic to GX IXyeí«-!»!) Y¡ so that FiE
K„(XXZ). Let

2) = n 2?,,

Then HG2irt(ZXZ) and (x, y)ED iff *£n<e„i4< and y< = A,(x) for
all ¿G«. Thus, if (x, y)ED and (x, y')ED then yi = hi(x) = y¡ for all

iEo) so that y^y and Hjs» -4< is the one-to-one projection of D onto

X.

4.2. Lemma. //, for each ¿G«, Ai is the one-to-one projection of a

Krí(XXYi) onto X, Air\Ai = Q=Yir\Yj for i*j, and F' = Ui6u F<
with the union topology then U<e»-4< is the one-to-one projection of a

K,S(XXY') ontoX.

Proof. Let dEKrS(XX F,), At be the one-to-one projection of G

onto X, 2? = U,ei0 G- Then U¿eM -rit is the one-to-one projection of D.

Moreover, D is a 2(ti(lX F'), for if

G = H B(i,j)       with B(i,j) E K,(X X Yi)
yew

then for ií¿i', B(i, j)(~~\B(i', k)=0 for all j£w, fc£w and hence

0- U  n B(*,j) = n u 5(*>i)
»eu ye« e» *6w

and

U (Bi.,) E Ka(X X Y').
tew

4.3. Definition. A is a special set of uniqueness in X iff there exist

F and C such that F is compact and has a countable compact base

and CEK„t(XX Y) and A is the one-to-one projection of C onto X.

4.4. Theorem. If for each ¿Gw, 4,- is a special set of uniqueness in

X then n,-6„ A,• is a special set of uniqueness in X and if A ,/\4y = 0 for

i^j then UieaAi is a special set of uniqueness in X.

Proof. O.-e« Ai is a special set of uniqueness in X in view of 4.1 and

3.8. To see that if AiC\Aj = Q for i^j then U<6¿ Ai is a special set of

uniqueness in X, let Ai be the one-to-one projection of G where

CiEKcS(XXYi) and  F< is compact and has a countable compact
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base. We may assume that Yif~\ Y¡ = 0 for i t^j for otherwise we may

replace F< by FjX {i}. Let F' = Uie<ü F¿ with the union topology and

Z be the one-point compactification of Y'. Then by Lemmas 3.9 and

3.10, Z is compact and has a countable compact base. Moreover

K«t(XXY')EK,i(XXZ). Hence by 4.2, U<e»4< is a special set of
uniqueness in X.

4.5. Theorem. If X has property I and AEBorel K(X) then A is

a special set of uniqueness in X.

Proof. If AEK,S(X) then clearly A is a special set of uniqueness

in X since we can take F= {o} and A is the projection of iXJOJ

EK.S(XX Y). Let 77 be a maximal family such that K(X) EH and

if A and B are in 77 then A and A — B are special sets of uniqueness

in X. We shall show that 77 is closed under countable unions and

difference of two sets so that Borel K(X) EH. Let AiEH, for iEu,

and

S = {A : A is a special set of uniqueness in X}.

We now check, using 4.4:

(i) AB-AiEH, for, Ao-AiES and for any PG77,

(Aa - Ai) - B = (A0 - Ai) C\ (A0 - B) E S

and

B- (Ao- Ai) = (B - A0)V(Br\ Ao<~\ Ai) ES;

(ii) Ao^JAieH and hence

n

U Ai e H       for ra G «
«-o

for,

¿oUyli = .4oW(4i- iáo) G5

and for any BEH,

U.ui,)-s= (i4,-5)u((i4,-5)n(i4i- ¿o)) es,

B - (iíoVJ ill) = (P - At) r\ (B - Ai) e S;

(iii) U,e».4»G77, for, let

n-l

• An    =   An \J   Ai.
t-0

Then by (i) and (ii), An' G7Í and An'C\Ak' =0 for ra^¿. Hence
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U Ai = 0 An ES
¿6« new

and for any BEH,

U Ai- B= U (A/ - B) ES,

23 - U Ai = R (23 - At) ES.
»ew ¿eu

4.6. Theorem. 7e¿ X Aa»e property I. TAere ̂4 is 23ore/ 2£(X) iff, for

some BEK„(X), A EB and there exist X', C, f such that X' has prop-

erty I, CG2£„}(X'), / is continuous and one-to-one on C and A =f(C).

Proof. If .¿GBorel K(X) then by 4.5 A is the one-to-one projec-

tion of a K„i(XX Y) for some F that is compact and has a countable

compact base. By 3.5, XX F has property I. Moreover, since X has

property I, by 3.3 Borel K(X) = Borelian K(X) and hence A EB for

some BEK.(X).

The converse is given by Theorem 6.3 in [2] again with the help

of 3.3.

4.7. Theorem. If X has properly I, A is Borel K(X),f is continuous

and countable-to-one on A to some Hausdorff space Y, and YEK,(Y)

then f(A) is Borelian K(Y) and f(A) has property I.

Proof. In view of 4.6, f(A) is the continuous countable-to-one

image of a K„¡ (X') for some X' that has property I. Hence by Corol-

lary 6.10 in [2],f(A) is Borelian K(Y). By 3.6, f(A) also has property

I.
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